A Letter to GIDA Participants

Concerning about the Entries Delivery Risks

Dear participants,

Congratulations that your entry or entries have entered the Second Evaluation successfully and get a chance to win the Best of the Best of GIDA award. We totally understand that every entry product or prototype is precious for the participants and it’s certainly significant to keep your works safe and sound before it is returned. In case you are unaware the risks you may take by entry delivery, please read the following content:

a) GIDA committee suggests you to deliver, assemble and adjust your entries in person for the Second Evaluation. Please contact with us in advance if you can show up for the evaluation. If you are not able to be present at the evaluation site in China, GiDA committee can offer the services of receiving and returning your physical objects for you, as well as assembling, adjusting and positioning your entries according to your instructions (you need to provide the instruction or links properly). In this case, you should be aware that the potential risks and legal liability of entry delivery should be taken by yourself once you choose to entrust GIDA Committee to deal with your entries after delivery.

b) All the entries will be transported, safeguarded and reviewed in accordance with relevant industry standards. GIDA Committee will not be responsible for the entries being damaged or destroyed without any improper operations by GIDA. We suggest you to purchase insurance for your entry incase unavoidable damages are caused.

c) Participants are required to input the delivery information within 24 hours after the entry delivered. The “Input Delivery Information” system will be
closed at 24:00 p.m. on August 10, 2020 (Beijing time). GIDA Committee shall not take any responsibility for any dispute caused by overdue, incomplete and inaccurate input.

d) The entries will only be received during the Entry Delivery Period from July 15 to August 14, 2020 (Beijing time). GIDA Committee has the right to reject any early or overdue entry delivery, and the participant will be taken as unqualified for the Second Evaluation.

e) GIDA Committee shall not be responsible for non-human intentional damages caused by potential hazards such as fragility, peeling and complicated structure.

f) GIDA Committee and jury shall not be responsible for any unavoidable damage when proper operations are conducted in accordance with professional guidance.

g) GIDA Committee shall not be responsible for the damage and loss of entries packages.

h) GIDA Committee shall not be responsible for any damage or loss due to force majeure as natural disaster, war and country policy.

i) All the awarded entries will be displayed on the Winners Exhibition. GIDA Committee has the right to reject the requirement of entries returning before the closeness of Winners Exhibition.

j) The products that win the GIDA prizes will become part of the GIDA collection. Please submit a written document if you need the awarded entries returned due to the follow-up research and higher value than the prize money. Once permitted by GIDA Committee, the product can be replaced by the prototype of it.

The above content is written by GIDA Committee, to help participants fairly comprehend the risks of entry delivery. Once the letter is confirmed
by you, it will be taken as you have read and totally understand the risks and willing to take the risks of entry delivery.

If you have any problem, please feel free to contact us:

GIDA Committee
Phone number: + 86-312-5675515
E-mail: service@xidi.org.cn
Website: goldreedaward.org/en

2020.7.15

I have read this letter and truly understand the risks and legal liability of entry delivery. I am responsible for the risks and legal liability of entries delivery, and willing to sign this paper hereby.

本人已接受组委会针对此告知书的详尽解释，并已仔细阅读该风险告知书全部内容，知晓全部法律风险，并自愿签署该文件。

Entry ID（作品ID）:
Signature of the participant 参赛代表签名:
Date: